
BC Webinar meeting notes 29.6.20 

Black writing is information imparted to use. Red notes are Anna’s thoughts. Blue notes are Beckie’s thoughts. Enjoy 

your read ☺  

DELIVERING PADDLE SESSIONS 

• Groups of no more than 6 (1 coach to 5 others) on the water in separate spaces clear to see. They have to be 

independent of each other – imagine how onlookers (such as police) will view your activities...needs to very 

clear that there are separate groups. In some way this is a positive for our members – smaller coaching groups – 

particularly for beginners.  

• Social distancing rules still apply – 2m should be the aim, rather than using 1m+ all the time.  

• Young people in paddlesports – where possible, paddle with a parent to ensure safety. Use equipment they can 

deal with themselves without assistance (unless from member of same household).  May be worth requesting all 

U18s have parents/18+ from household supervise and be available at bank side as a minimum if they are 

unable/unwilling to paddle with child.  

• To manage how many people turn up recommended booking sessions to manage numbers – and ensure contact 

number. Do we do this through face book or try an app booking system as Joe has suggested previously for 

things like payments and events? 

• Staggered starts a potential route. What about taped lanes for groups outside to ensure ‘bubbles’ ? Staggered 

start times (e.g group 1 have 6-6.30 to kit up and get on the water, group 2 not allowed to get out of cars etc 

until 6.30 then have 6.30 – 7 to get on the water and so on.)  

• Responsibilities r.e. cross contamination. Track and trace is not club responsibility, it is an individual’s 

responsibility – Needs to be relayed to members. Also paddler should NOT attend if them or anyone in their 

household displaying symptoms or in self isolation.  

• Canoe polo is currently on hold and not allowed due to ball passing (even though rugby union have the OK to 

that!) Need to consider what we are asking participants to do – no ball throwing games etc.  

• Tandem boats (C2 and K2) only for people from the same household.  

• FSRT delivery – info on website.  

• Coaching is likely to only be able to be done by fully qualified coaches. Those who are in development phase 

would need to take a place of a participate which would lower ratio to 2 coaches:4 learners or 1:2 coaching – 

even more individualised coaching!! Either way leaves us with a situation where the ratios being lower will 

impact upon how many we can coach at once – ways around this – smaller intake or more weekend courses 

essentially coaching everything over one or two days rather than 5/6 evenings.  

SAFETY - RESCUES 

• Paddlers should be paddling in conditions and environments which are well within their capabilities to ensure 

safe paddling.  

• We shouldn’t be coaching anything other than a self rescue at the moment.  

• When coaching beginners, consider ways of working/environment in which a paddler can rescue themselves and 

not require any assistance. For example, SUPs, sit on tops, paddle in shallow water so if capsize does happen a 

paddler can get all equipment back to the bank and emptied on their own. 

•  Limits on rescues available for when teaching new paddlers and children if unsupervised by household 

members. We’re currently not cleared for coaching rescues.How do we keep them safe to manage unnecessary 

rescues?  

SAFETY – FIRST AID 

• HSE has guidance on first aid to be followed, available here: https://www.hse.gov.uk/coronavirus/first-aid-and-

medicals/first-aid-certificate-coronavirus.htm  

o The highlights: 

https://www.hse.gov.uk/coronavirus/first-aid-and-medicals/first-aid-certificate-coronavirus.htm
https://www.hse.gov.uk/coronavirus/first-aid-and-medicals/first-aid-certificate-coronavirus.htm


▪ Maintain safe distance as much as possible 

▪ Where possible, ask the casualty to perform the actions themselves.  

▪ If need to get close use PPE – face masks, gloves, eye protection, apron or other suitable 

covering. Minimise time spent in the same “breathing zone” May need to update our FA kits.  

▪ CPR – before beginning use a cloth or a towel to cover nose and mouth to minimise risk of 

transmission OR only deliver chest compressions, no rescue breaths.  

▪ After delivering first aid, dispose of PPE (safely) and hand wash thoroughly or with alcohol based 

sanitizer ASAP.  

▪ Info on here about extension to FA qualifications due to expire and which qualifications are 

eligible. EXTENSIONS MUST BE APPLIED FOR! 

• Signposted also to check out resuscitation council (UK) for CPR covid advice. Haven’t thoroughly read yet but 

seems to be plenty of resources available:   

o https://www.resus.org.uk/media/statements/resuscitation-council-uk-statements-on-covid-19-

coronavirus-cpr-and-resuscitation/ 

• Also advised St John’s Ambulance had issued guidance but not checked. 

EQUIPMENT 

Limit use of equipment to a single day to ensure limiting of cross contamination. E.g. no AM and PM sessions 

using the same equipment. (presumably this would apply to 72 hour period) How does this work for sorting new 

members into boats and equipment on their initial nights, esp with 20 ish paddlers on the books? 

• Cleaning equipment (including boats, paddles, clothing gear such as Bas/spray decks) – nothing specific, soap 

and water and 72 cooling off period.  

• Emphasis on fresh water being used to wash equipment. If we opt for a bucket cleaning method, will need to 

change water  (and probably sponges) between users.  

• Suggestion of a boat cleaning area? rinse or clean with soapy water. Run by a single small group or for 

individuals to use them?? 

VENUES (Hut and pool) 

• Areas of water may not have been regularly checked or paddled by people/the club so dynamic risk assessments 

should be done. Wildlife has also been used to not having humans around and should therefore should be given 

extra considerations.  

• Sharing waterways – lots of people have bought new equipment both paddle and otherwise to enjoy the 

waterways. Be considerate of other water users.  

• Clubhouses: 

o Main areas/kitchens/changing rooms/showers are closed and not to be used. Outside changing to be 

expected and communicated to our members.  

o Requires COVID 19 Risk Assessment 

• Pools: 

o Following pool protocols when they reopen – awaiting government guidance, no timescale as yet. 

o Pool guidelines – once the gov allow reopening, expectations inc – own risk assessments against pools 

new risk assessments 

o How would we be able to operate a pool session full stop without close contact? Reduced capacity? 

Would that be economically viable to continue operating as we have been? 

SHUTTLES 

• Shuttles are not allowed outside households, only for work, no other reason. Does this need to be relayed to all 

members? Probably no Kirby Lonsdale trips for a while!  

• Need negotiate a shared set of operating procedures with scouts……  

• Consider whether rural areas are ready to receive paddlers again.  
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